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11:40:04 

Mark Phillips Squid 
Amendment 

I understand the AP is going to discuss changing the rollover amount from trimester one to trimester two 
because of concern for recruitment and egg mops. A small observation I made and other groundfishermen (the 
few that are left). Last year was  an anomaly. Everyone thought there was a lot of squid at Nantucket, and there 
was but no where near as much as was on Georges Bank. We would haul back and the net would be plastered 
with squid this is with a 6.5inch square bag as much as 300 pound a tow. The squid marks on Georges Bank were 
more frequent and larger than any I saw at Nantucket. There was more squid spawning on Georges Bank then 
Nantucket and there is no squid fishing there it is a large mesh area. 
 
Also the winter/spring before last summer we had excellent water conditions on the shelf. (as per John 
Manderson). Unlike this past winter/spring when water conditions were horrible and so were catches.  
 
In the summer of 2012 Cholera Bank had really good bottom conditions. Yet the following years there has been a 
pool of cool water there that the squid don't like ironically the bottom temperatures were warmer on Georges 
Bank then on Cholera Bank. 
Blaming fishermen for everything that mother nature does may fit certain peoples agendas but doesn't do much 
for the science.  It was mother nature that made the water and bottom conditions great at Nantucket and 
Georges Bank last summer, it was was mother nature that made the bottom and water conditions great the 
previous winter/spring, it was mother nature that made the water and bottom conditions horrible for squid but 
great for butterfish last winter/spring and it was mother nature that made the water and bottom condition great 
at cholera Bank in 2012. The fishing and fishermen had nothing to do with mother nature and no statistical model  
can show what mother nature decided to do. 
 
Changing the roll over in trimester two because of something mother nature decides to do is basically saying we 
are going to play God.       
 
Thank you Mark S Phillips F/V Illusion 



06/06/2017 
14:10:27 

David Bush Squid 
Amendment 

Dr. Chris Moore  
Executive Director  
Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council  
800 North State Street  
Suite 201  
Dover, DE 19901  
 
 
Dear Dr. Moore,  
 
NC Fisheries Association provides the following comments on MAFMC’s Squid Amendment Public Hearing 
Document dated April 2017:  
 
Set 1: Longfin Squid Moratorium Permit Requalification Alternatives 
Options 1A - No Action. Given the history of this or any other similar fishery, there is no reason to expect or 
manage for a substantial increase in effort from latent permits. 
Set 2: Longfin Squid Moratorium Permit Requalification Sub Alternatives 
Option 2A - No Action. Not necessary under Option 1A. 
Set 3:  Longfin Squid Incidental and Open Access Alternatives 
Option 3A - No Action. The current open access incidental permits and associated trip limits would remain as they 
are.  
Set 4: Longfin Squid Trimester 2 (“T2”) Alternatives 
Option 4A -No Action. As an annual, or even sub-annual species, movement of intra-annual quota would not be 
expected to substantially impact the stock. 
Set 5: Illex Squid Moratorium Permit Requalification Alternatives 
Option 5A - No Action. There is no need to take any action in the illex fishery. Participation is not limited to the 
highest landings category and current fleet size does not appear to allow effort to achieve F50%.  
 
We support status quo for all options because landings for both illex and longfin are far less than the quota and 
there is no history or even a valid reason to expect a substantial increase in active participants. What has 
happened is that during a few good fishing years, fishermen fished. These good years have resulted in very few 
closures. Additionally, the T2 trimester as currently managed, has obviously allowed for productive spawns, 
resulting in a very productive fishing year this past year. It is obvious that change is not necessary. 
 
It is noted that the council’s goal is to make every attempt to sustainably manage the fishery as it exists, but 
based on landings, participant history and the ability to even reach the quota, these issues are not a major 
concern and currently appear fair to the vast majority of participants. Squid are not overfished and overfishing is 
not occurring; and including exceptional fishing years, average longfin landings from the last decade are 
substantially lower than the decade before (fig 1.). Furthermore, the illex fishery does not even possess the 
capacity to even harvest to F50%, and the past two decades of landing averages remain consistent with each 
other, including exceptional fishing years (fig 2.).  



 
In what is currently a MORITORIUM fishery with an established and effective FMP in place, fishermen have 
already qualified for their permits and the ability to fish them when they feel appropriate. Considering these 
facts, any management change would purely be for non-biological concerns. A requalification is not necessary 
and simply serves to continue to remove participants or competition by others who have a right to this public 
resource. If you continue with this amendment, this is what you are telling the public.  
 
It is biologically prudent to allow fishermen to maintain as many permits as possible, thus avoiding the forcing of 
them to focus on certain species, regardless the ecological cost; and even though they feel forced to choose an 
option, most all of the harvesters, including the largest of them, would not be upset with status quo. We respect 
those that stay active in the fishery and have become dependent on it, but managing for “what ifs” is unfair, 
impractical, and rarely provides the desired outcome. It is unfortunate that the council continues to pursue an 
amendment that is designed to unnecessarily remove participants, disregarding future impacts. 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this Amendment.  
 
   
Fig 1. Atlantic Longfin Squid Landings 1995-2007 (Sorry, but graphics would not copy) 
    
Fig 2. Atlantic Northern Shortfin (illex) Landings 1997-2015 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
David Bush 
Fisheries Biologist, 
NC Fisheries Association 
2807 Neuse Blvd Ste. 11 
New Bern, NC 28562 
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Mark Phillips Squid 
Amendment 

I am 100% opposed to nmsf  putting a trip limit on trimester 2's squid trips. I am not opposed to industry working 
among themselves to do something if we have another year like 2016 but keep the government out of it!   
This will cause another small boat boat large boat war that doesn't need to happen. This makes fishermen that 
don't belong fishing equal to people that have spent a lifetime fishing. 
The best example I can give is look at New York's fluke trip limits , the boats that catch fluke now are not the 
boats or type of boats that the quota is based on. People like me that the quota is based on has given it all to 
people that never landed fluke in their lives and meanwhile it doesn't work for me at all.  
Please pass to Steve Heins 

 


